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Manganese-oxidizing photosynthesis before the rise of cyanobacteria
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The emergence of oxygen-producing (oxicogenic) photosynthesis fundamentally transformed our planet; however, the processes that led to the evolution of biological water splitting have remained largely unknown. To illuminate this history, we examined the behavior of the ancient Mn cycle using newly obtained scientific drill cores through an early Paleoproterozoic succession (2.415 Ga) preserved in South Africa. These strata contain substantial Mn enrichments (up to ~17 wt %) well before those associated with the rise of oxygen such as the ~2.2 Ga Kalahari Mn deposit. Using microscale X-ray spectroscopic techniques coupled to optical and electron microscopy and carbon isotope ratios, we demonstrate that the Mn host is exclusively in carbonate mineral phases derived from reduction of Mn oxides during diageneric formation of primary sediments. Additional observations of independent proxies for O2—multiple S isotopes (measured by isotope-ratio mass spectrometry and secondary ion mass spectrometry) and redox-sensitive detrital grains—reveal that the original Mn-oxide phases were not produced by reactions with O2, which points to a different high-potential oxidant. These results show that the oxidative branch of the Mn cycle predates the rise of oxygen, and provide strong support for the hypothesis that the water-oxidizing complex of photosystem II evolved from a former transitional photosystem capable of single-electron oxidation reactions of Mn.
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The rise of atmospheric oxygen ~2.4 Ga (1, 2) is the most marked environmental change in Earth history, and this transition ultimately stems from a major biological innovation—the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis (3, 4). Several biochemical attributes were invented to facilitate this metabolism, including a core photosystem pigment with a higher redox potential than other photosynthetic reaction centers (to enable the oxidation of water) and coupled photosystems. The critical photochemical invention, however, was the water-oxidizing complex (WOC) of photosystem II (PSII)—a cubane cluster of four redox-active Mn atoms and a Ca atom, bound by oxo bridges (5, 6)—which acts as a capacitor to store oxidizing equivalents and link the single-electron photochemistry of the reaction center to the four-electron oxidation of two water molecules to molecular oxygen (7).

Several hypotheses for the origin and evolution of the remarkable water-oxidizing machinery have been proposed. Early ideas suggested a Mn-bearing protein was evolutionarily coopted to become the WOC. In 1970, Olson recognized the need for transitional electron donors with intermediate redox potentials, proposing a series of nitrogen-bearing compounds such as NO and NO2−. He hypothesized that a Mn(III)-porphyrin cytochrome replaced a Fe-bearing cytochrome as a first step to evolving an Mn-based WOC. This idea has become less plausible as the availability of these transitional N compounds is questionable in a preoxygenated world (9), and as our current understanding is that Mn is not bound in a cytochrome but rather a Mn₄CaO₅ cluster (6). Looking to other Mn-bearing proteins as transitional WOCs, Blankenship and Hartman postulated that an Mn-containing catalase transferring electrons from an H2O2 donor might have been an intermediate step in the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis (10). However, there are no significant sequence or structural similarities between the core protein of PSII and Mn catalase, and no evidence for a significant amount of hydrogen peroxide in Archean oceans (10, 11).

A different class of hypotheses suggested that the WOC was derived from the integration of external manganese-oxide phases, building on short-range structural similarities between the WOC and certain tunnel-structured Mn-oxide phases like hollandite (11, 12). This hypothesis, however, is at odds with the general dearth of environmental Mn-oxide phases before the rise of oxygen (13, 14). Furthermore, this process is not recapitulated during formation of the WOC today, which only requires soluble Mn(II) and light (15). During modern assembly of the WOC, no O2 is evolved, but rather electrons are donated from divalent Mn to the photosystem to arrive at the basal oxidation state (S0) of the water-oxidizing Mn(III),Mn(IV) cluster (4, 7). This mechanism of photoassembly offers a potential clue to the evolution of the WOC.

A Transitional Mn-Oxidizing Photosystem Before Oxygenic Photosynthesis

From an evolutionary perspective, it is notable that modern biological water-splitting begins with Mn oxidation, and this observation forms the basis for a final class of evolutionary scenarios wherein Mn(II) played an important role as an electron donor for photosynthesis before oxygenic photosynthesis. Zubay proposed anoxicogenic Fe-based photosystems developed the capacity for Mn oxidation, which subsequently evolved into a tetramanganese WOC able to store oxidizing equivalents and perform water oxidation (16). Dismukes et al. later hypothesized Mn(II)/(HCO3) complex offered lower potential donors to a transitional photosystem, which then evolved to contain a tetramanganese cluster via a bicarbonate oxidase intermediate that produced O2 before water splitting (17). Allen and Martin envisioned a protocyanobacterium that started to receive electrons from soluble Mn(II) oxidized by UV radiation (18). These hypotheses differ in their evolutionary mechanics, but all broadly invoke photooxidation of Mn(II)-bearing compounds before the evolution of photochemical water splitting. The high concentrations of Mn(II) in Archean surface seawater (19, 20) would have provided an evolutionary opportunity and electron source for direct Mn(II) oxidation by an early photosystem able to
perform one-electron photochemical reactions. To exploit this resource, a primitive reaction center would have needed to produce a higher potential oxidant to strip electrons from Mn—higher than required for other electron donors but closer to that required for water oxidation. Considering these redox potential constraints, Mn oxidation is an attractive photosynthetic donor on a trajectory to oxidizing water (16–18). An initial manganese-oxidizing photosystem also explains both why the only known biological system that can oxidize water originally procures electrons from Mn and why WOC assembly begins with Mn oxidation. This hypothesis makes a clear prediction: were Mn-based photosynthesis ever realized as a transitional state, it should predate the evolution of oxygenic cyanobacteria. This would leave a distinctive mark in the geological record, with the byproduct of photosynthesis (Mn oxides) forming before the rise of cyanobacteria and in the absence of molecular oxygen.

The timing of cyanobacterial origins remains controversial because of the absence of a robust Archean fossil record. The use of molecular fossils was explored with much apparent potential (21). The 2.7 Ga biomarkers associated with cyanobacteria, 2-methyl hopanoids, suggested the early rise of cyanobacteria, but the syngeneity of these compounds (22) and their connection to cyanobacteria (23, 24) has since been questioned. A separate, widely applied approach to date the evolution of cyanobacteria centers on proxies for their metabolic product: O₂. A variety of geochemical tracers, such as Mo, Re, steranes, and iron speciation, have been used to argue for very low (~ nanomolar) levels of dissolved O₂ implying the evolution of cyanobacteria greatly pre-dates the rise of oxygen (see review by Farquhar et al., 2011, ref. 25). Fundamentally, however, using O₂ as a proxy for cyanobacteria at such low levels is imperfect and will lead to false positives as there are additional sources of O₂ (both biotic and abiotic) that can be important at these concentrations (26–28). Further, many of these elemental proxies have nonunique interpretations and their geochemical cycles are not well understood mechanistically on both short and long timescales (29–31). These proxies can also be impacted by diagentic and metamorphic processes and studies performed on ancient samples with complex postdepositional histories should be viewed with appropriate caution (29, 32, 33). Sulfur isotope systematics are perhaps the most thoroughly studied, and although the origin of minor isotope mass-anomalous fractionations are not fully understood, the preservation of these effects requires a pO₂ < 10⁻⁵ atm, perhaps closer to 10⁻¹⁵ atm (34). Currently, sulfur isotope measurements have constrained the rise of oxygen and minimum age for the origin of cyanobacteria as having occurred between 2.45 and 2.52 Ga (1, 2)—an interval supported by a broad range of geologic evidence (19, 25, 33).

To test these Mn-phototrophy hypotheses, we examined the earliest authigenic Mn deposits paired with several proxies for oxygen to probe the geologic record for evidence of these transitional phototrophs. The behavior of the ancient Mn cycle is useful because it is uniquely sensitive to high-redox-potential oxidants like O₂: unlike other redox proxies, Mn can only be oxidized by molecular oxygen (or O₂-derived species like peroxide and hydrogen peroxide) or a high-potential photosystem (35, 36). It is notable that although Fe was removed from shallow water via oxidation processes in Archean marine environments, the same was not true for Mn (20, 37). In an anoxic Archean world, Mn(II) derived from weathering would have been transported and concentrated in seawater, and, in the absence of high-potential oxidants and because Mn does not readily form sulfides, its primary sink would have been as a trace cation constituent of carbonates. Archean (3.5–2.5 Ga) carbonates consequently have much higher Mn contents, up to 1.3% (38) as opposed to Phanerozoic carbonates averaging 30 ppm (19). Mn can be further enriched in Archean carbonate host rocks by postdepositional carbonate dissolution and oxidation by oxygenated groundwater and hydrothermal fluids after the rise...
of oxygen (14, 39). Several small Archean-age manganese ore deposits in Brazil, India, and South Africa developed from carbonate protoliths reflect these processes (14). Conversely, chemical precipitates from seawater like iron formation from Archean deposits typically contain Mn <0.5% (40). Oxidation of aqueous Mn(II) to Mn(III) solids is required to concentrate Mn in iron formation (14). Major Paleoproterozoic Mn deposits, including the ~2.22 Ga Kalahari Manganese Field in South Africa, developed in response to the rise in environmental O2 (41, 42). Here we report the study of a sedimentary succession underlying and substantially older than the Kalahari deposit but also bearing strong authigenic Mn enrichments. We use a suite of microscopic and spectroscopic techniques to determine the petrogenesis of Mn-bearing phases, and then turn to several independent redox-sensitive proxies to ascertain the possible paleoenvironmental role of O2 in generating these deposits. Examining proxies from a micro- to basin-scale improves the identification of post-depositional alteration, and the use of multiple techniques in the same strata provides an opportunity to address the non-uniqueness common to individual elemental and isotopic proxies.

Results
Manganese Oxidation at 2.415 Ga. Two new scientific drill cores through the 2415 ± 6 Ma Koegas Subgroup (conservatively constrained to be 2.43 Ga and >2.22 Ga, see SI Text and ref. 43) were retrieved as a part of the Agouron drilling project in Griqualand West, South Africa (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1). The Koegas Subgroup contains marine shelf and deltaic sediments deposited on the western margin of the Kaapvaal Craton. Observed lithologies include interbedded siliclastics, iron formation with abundant current and wave ripple cross-stratification, and minor carbonates (43). The two cores are aligned across the strike of the basin and capture proximal (GTF01) and distal (GEC01) paleoenvironments, with a higher proportion of iron formation underlying and substantially older than the Kalahari deposit but also bearing strong authigenic Mn enrichments. We use a suite of microscopic and spectroscopic techniques to determine the petrogenesis of Mn-bearing phases, and then turn to several independent redox-sensitive proxies to ascertain the possible paleoenvironmental role of O2 in generating these deposits. Examining proxies from a micro- to basin-scale improves the identification of post-depositional alteration, and the use of multiple techniques in the same strata provides an opportunity to address the non-uniqueness common to individual elemental and isotopic proxies.

Two new scientific drill cores through the 2415 ± 6 Ma Koegas Subgroup (conservatively constrained to be <2.43 Ga and >2.22 Ga, see SI Text and ref. 43) were retrieved as a part of the Agouron drilling project in Griqualand West, South Africa (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1). The Koegas Subgroup contains marine shelf and deltaic sediments deposited on the western margin of the Kaapvaal Craton. Observed lithologies include interbedded siliclastics, iron formation with abundant current and wave ripple cross-stratification, and minor carbonates (43). The two cores are aligned across the strike of the basin and capture proximal (GTF01) and distal (GEC01) paleoenvironments, with a higher proportion of iron formation corresponding to the loss of clastic input basinward (Fig. 1). The inboard sections (GTF01) remain flat lying and are subgreenschist in metamorphic grade (44); whereas, GEC01 is located on the margin of a younger Paleoproterozoic fold-and-thrust belt (Fig. S1), and was more deeply buried to lower greenschist facies with discrete zones of chlorite formation (44). Well captured by the cores, the Koegas strata contain horizons in iron formation with anomalous Mn concentrations (43, 45), ranging from 1% to 16.6% (weight percent) in bulk (Fig. 1, Table S1), which is extremely enriched compared with average Archean iron formation concentrations of <0.5% (40). We observed elevated sedimentary Mn concentrations repeatedly throughout both cores in condensed-sequence stratigraphic intervals (Fig. 1). This illustrates that sedimentary Mn concentrations were high in all environments interpreted as having low relative sedimentation rates (e.g., maximum flooding intervals and delta lobe switches) regardless of position on the shelf or paleowater depth.

The Mn phases responsible for the enrichments in these rocks are very fine-grained and intimately associated with mixed valence iron-bearing minerals, making their analysis by standard methods challenging. Because textural context is critical to understanding the origin of these phases, we used a new set of X-ray absorption spectroscopy techniques that provide insight into redox states and coordination environment of Mn across a large range of length scales. In addition to measuring the X-ray absorption edge structure (XANES) of the Mn K-edge of bulk powders (Figs. S2 and S3), we used a microprobe technique with 2-μm resolution to obtain XANES spectra on small sample domains and construct microscale redox maps of ultrathin sections (refs. 46 and 47; SI Text). We tested these methods on the well-characterized Kalahari Manganese Field of the Hotazel Formation, in which Mn is hosted by two phases, braunite [Mn(III),Mn(II)](SiO3)O2 and kutnahorite [(CaMn)(II)3,Mg,Fe,Al3](CO3)2 (ref. 48, Figs. S3 and S4). The kutnahorite yields a low δ13C signature (~8.1‰ to ~12.5‰), is found in abundant concentrations and laminae, and is interpreted to be secondary and diagenetic in origin from the coupled oxidation of organic carbon and reduction of manganese oxides in sedimentary pore fluids (48, 49), leading to the precipitation of Mn carbonates:

\[ 2\text{MnO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{Mn}^{2+} + \text{CO}_3^{2-} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \]  
\[ \text{Mn}^{2+} + \text{CO}_3^{2-} \rightarrow \text{MnCO}_3 \]  

We acquired XANES spectra of these carbonate concretions and their braunite matrix at a 2-μm resolution (Fig. S3). We then used spectral differences between these end members to distinguish Mn redox states for each pixel and construct a redox map, and no oxides were formed from exposure to modern O2 fluids (Fig. 2).

In contrast to the Kalahari Hotazel Formation, X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) measurements and multiple energy redox maps of 2.415 Ga Mn enrichments throughout both cores, which occur in granular and banded iron formation, reveals that the Mn enrichments are spatially heterogeneous and exclusively

![Fig. 2. Transmitted light photomicrographs (Left), Mn concentration maps (Middle), and Mn redox maps (Right). (Inset) Red box with small white corner circle highlights the location and orientation of the concentration and redox maps. The X-ray microprobe technique is illustrated on a sample of the ~2.2 Ga Kalahari Manganese Field (gray shading), containing braunite and kutnahorite (Figs. S3 and S4). The remaining samples capture the Mn-rich samples from carbonate-rich granular and banded iron formation of the Rooiniekke, Heunskop, and Naragas Formations, and reveal exclusively Mn(II)-bearing phases. Scale bars are 20 μm except GEC 118 m and GTF 230 m, where they are 100 μm. manganese concentration is in micrograms per square centimeter and on individual scales to highlight within sample heterogeneity; Kalahari (0–1,500); GEC 118 (0–50); GTF 47.65 (0–400); GTF 63.86 (0–200); GTF 111.15 (0–1,000); GEC 267.30 (0–1,000); GTF 230 (0–500); and GTF 265.73 (0–50).]
in an Mn(II) valence state (Fig. 2 and Fig. S3B). Bulk and point spectra best match kutnahorite and rule out the presence of Mn oxides [Mn(III) or Mn(IV)] at the ~5% abundance level (at any scale) (Fig. S3). We confirmed the localization and heterogeneity of Mn in carbonate phases by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (Fig. 3A and B).

Several independent observations reveal that these Mn carbonates in the Koegas subgroup have a secondary, diagenetic origin from reduction of sedimentary Mn oxide phases, described in Eqs. 1 and 2. The Mn mineralization is not associated with postdepositional leaching of carbonate beds or more permeable lithologies such as sandstones (Fig. 1). We tested whether later metasomatic fluids (potentially derived from hydrothermal systems in the younger Kalahari Hotazel Formation that occurs ~150 km to the north; Fig. S1) could have introduced the Mn by measuring concentrations in veins and found they had no Mn enrichments (Fig. S5). Rather, the Mn enrichments are stratigraphically restricted to condensed horizons of iron formation, concentrated in authigenic 10–40-μm Mn-bearing carbonate crystals that display diagenetic textures (Fig. 3A and B; Fig. S6).

The C isotopic composition of these Mn-carbonate phases is highly variable and strongly 13C depleted from values of seawater dissolved inorganic carbon (Fig. 3C; Figs. S7 and S8; Table S2). These observations imply the carbonates were precipitated from pore fluids influenced by the microbial respiration of organic carbon (e.g., Eq. 1). The Mn and Fe contents of these carbonates, their diagenetic textures, and their carbon isotopic values indicate these secondary carbonates were formed from reduction of Mn and Fe oxides, a process widely recognized from Archean and Paleoproterozoic iron formations (20, 48) and Mn ore deposits (48). Examples of diagenetic Mn-bearing carbonates produced from reduction of Mn oxides are well known from Mesozoic and Neogene deep-sea sediments, driven by reactions with Mn-oxide phases with sedimentary organic matter, and show very similar isotopic characteristics (49, 50). Together these results indicate the sediments accumulated solid Mn-oxide phases, resulting in precursor sediments enriched with Mn oxides at the time of deposition, which were subsequently reduced to Mn carbonate during early diagenesis.

Environmental O2 Levels Were Very Low During Koegas Deposition.

The oxidation of Mn to form these precursor Mn oxides points to the existence of high potential oxidants in the environment before 2.415 Ga. It is notable that although marine paleoenvironments throughout this basin were capable of producing Mn oxides, the sedimentary environment was not able to stabilize them, suggesting the lack of O2 in this environment. Were O2 present in surface sediments, then Mn oxides could persist because O2 is a more favorable electron acceptor (51). To further ascertain whether the Mn oxidant was provided by O2 or a Mn-oxidizing photosystem, we examined the behavior of several independent redox-sensitive proxies. We investigated whether O2-sensitive detrital grains were present in intercalated Koegas sandstones and whether early diagenetic pyrite in shale lithologies bears mass-independent S isotope signals.

We observed detrital pyrite grains in subarkosic sandstone beds throughout the GTF01 core (Fig. 1). These redox-sensitive grains offer a simple and straightforward proxy for environmental O2 because, in the presence of O2, pyrite is unstable and undergoes rapid oxidative chemical weathering. Consequently, redox-sensitive detrital grains are common in fluvial and nearshore marine sediments before the rise of oxygen (19, 52), and extremely scarce thereafter (19). Physically rounded pyrite grains in these marine sediments (Fig. S9) indicate the lack of O2 during their weathering, transport, and sedimentation. The detrital origin of these pyrite grains is identified by their rounded, irregular shape; proximity to other dense mineral grains such as zircons and monazites; and in some cases observations of grain-boundary truncations (Fig. S9). We confirmed these grains had a provenance distinct from authigenic pyrite (53) by measuring multiple sulfur isotope ratios from two thin sections using secondary ion mass spectrometry, finding distinct mass-anomalous fractionations (mean Δ33S: −1.12‰; Table S3) that differ from authigenic pyrite with many zero or positive Δ33S (discussed below). Redox-sensitive detrital pyrite is thought to be sensitive to environmental O2 concentrations of ~10−5.7 atm (54).

Multiple sulfur isotope ratios (δ34S and Δ33S) provide another, independent proxy sensitive to very low levels of atmospheric O2 (<10−5.5 atm; ref. 34), and currently constitute the most established geochemical standard for marking the rise of oxygen (1, 2, 55) [δ34S = ([34S/32S]samp/[34S/32S]sat)−1]1000; δ34S = ([13S/32S]samp/[13S/32S]sat)−1]1000; Δ33S = 100(ln([1+δ33S/1000])-0.515(ln(1+Δ33S/1000))]. In addition to detrital pyrite in the sandstones, Koegas strata contain shale horizons with authigenic sulfide-bearing minerals. It is also now clear from petrography that these phases record multiple episodes of sulfide mineralization, including euhedral ingrowths and overgrowths, fracture-filling cements, and replacements (Figs. S10 and S11)—requiring careful analysis and interpretation of isotope ratio data. To untangle this history we complemented our bulk SF6 gas source mass spectrometry analyses with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) analyses, which enabled us to connect multiple sulfur isotope measurements to texture and insight gained from petrography and cross-cutting relationships (see for example Fig. S12). The SF6 and SIMS data overlap and record the same systematics (Fig. 4, Figs. S7 and S8, and Table S3). Altogether the multiple sulfur isotope data reveal two discordant isotopic trends. Pyrites with late textures show a Δ32S near zero and highly variable and
mat environment producing $O_2$. Rather, independent of Mn, all of our observations instead point to its paucity. Shallow-water environments with cross-stratified sandstones have repeated occurrences of redox-sensitive detrital grains in every bed examined throughout the stratigraphy. Shales throughout the stratigraphy have pyrite nodules bearing anomalous sulfur isotope fractionations. These proxies are sensitive to $O_2$ both locally and globally, and strongly suggest that oxygen oases were not responsible for creating the Mn enrichments in the Koegas Subgroup.

It is also important to consider whether the very low levels of $O_2$ permissible from the different redox proxies might have been sufficient to oxidize Mn, concentrating oxides in Koegas sediments. It was hypothesized that $O_2$ cycled as a trace gas before the rise of oxygen (57), and from a thermodynamic perspective, Mn is sensitive to low levels of oxygen ($\sim 10^{-10}$ atm). However, it is widely recognized that the abiotic kinetics of Mn$^{2+}$ oxidation by $O_2$ are extremely slow (58). Biological oxidation using $O_2$ is notably faster (35, 58), but occurs at rates too slow to explain the enrichments observed here. Calculations of Mn oxidation rates at $O_2$ concentrations of 2.6 nM—the maximum value allowed by multiple sulfur isotope constraints—yield 0.073 g of oxidized Mn per liter per kiloyear, or between 0.02% and 0.2% of the total sediment mass depending on sedimentation rate estimations. These calculations are the maximal biological rates, highest possible dissolved $O_2$ concentrations, assume conservatively that all Mn oxides reduced were converted to carbonate phases with no return loss to seawater, and still are insufficient to produce these Mn deposits (SI Text). For these reasons we do not favor $O_2$ as the oxidant responsible for creating the sedimentary Mn enrichments we observe. Oxidation rates catalyzed by a photosystem are much faster (59), and consequently we postulate that these Mn deposits were derived from a manganese-based photosynthetic process. Similar to photoferrotrophy proposed for the accumulation of iron in Archean iron formations (60), we interpret the original manganese oxides as products of anoxic genetic photobiology, with Mn(II) donating electrons directly to an ancestral reaction center.

The integrated results presented here indicate the oxidative branch of the manganese cycle was operating before 2.415 Ga, but reveal that Mn was not oxidized by $O_2$. These observations suggest that a transitional photosystem lent the biochemical capability for using Mn as an electron donor and support a distinct class of hypotheses for the origin of the WOC of PSII that describe single-electron photooxidation reactions involving manganese as an evolutionary intermediate in the development of one of biology’s greatest achievements—light-driven water oxidation.

**Methods**

Bulk Mn abundance was measured using X-ray fluorescence and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. XAS analyses were generated from monolayer powders or ultrathin sections at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource. Thin sections were examined by scanning electron microscope using an energy dispersive spectrometer for elemental mapping. Carbonate $\delta^{13}C$ and $\delta^{18}O$ were measured on a MAT 253 isotope ratio mass spectrometer. Pyrite $\delta^{34}S$ and $\delta^{25}S$ were measured in bulk on a Thermo 253 dual-inlet mass spectrometer and in situ on a Cameca 7F-GEO. See SI Text for additional details on materials and methods.
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